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He's a half-breed granted the unnatural ability to shapeshift, troubled by the ghosts of those he has

killed and hunted by the Agency and its masters, who have finally shown their faces.She's a speed

demon, a race-car driver who's lost her job and her father. A search to find the man who gave life to

her leads to King City, where a desperate war being waged in the shadows brings her into contact

with an impossibly gorgeous shifter.Justin Renne knows this beautiful, curvy woman is different from

the others, and her need for speed matches his own in a way he never thought he'd find. But he has

unintentionally pulled her into his world of death and brutal warfare with a firsthand introduction that

should leave her scarred for life. But Shay Lyon is made of sterner stuff than that. As his fight and

her quest become inexorably intertwined, so do the pair and their future. In the end though, she's a

human in the midst of a war. Can he protect her from his life of violence, or will she end up as just

one more nightmare that haunts him?
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This book, look all the others, starts at a run and goes flat out from there. The character

development continues to grow with each new book, and as the story develops and morphs into its

final dimensions I'm glad to see friends from previous stories still growing and taking part. Thanks



for an amazing read, Amelia!

This is the second book in The Agency series. It can be read as a standalone and you don't have to

read the earlier book/books in this series about King City or Genesis Valley, but it would be helpful

to really understand the complete picture of what is going on. This book has suspense, danger,

family, action, adventure, drama, humor, fighting, twists/turns, intrigue, romance, and love.If you

remember from book one, The Agency is still operation by killing off shifters to gain blood for some

very series science experiments that they are aiming at producing more of a certain type of serum

which will provide regular human's with shifter strength but they will not have the ability to shift.

Everyone is determined to bring The Agency down. The Senttinel/Guardians are finding it

harder/harder to defeat the Extreme/Enhanced but the feeling are that we have to keep fighting

know matter what.Justin Renne is what is know as a blackblood bear. He is a half-breed (the child

of half-breed parents) but he does have the ability to shift into his bear form. He is a Sentinel who

trained in Genesis Valley to protect those shifters from the Agency. He is a member of the

underground and loves scouting around King City on one of the motorcycles. While out scouting, he

falls at the feet of his mate......literally.Shay Lyon is human and has a need for speed. She is an

unemployed race car driver and now needs to find something else to keep busy. Hasn't heard from

her father in awhile, so she heads to King City . This was the last place that he contacted her from.

Finds herself in the middle of a war. Who is this gorgeous male who has almost run her over twice

now?Read this amazing story and receive from answers about the Agency but more questions pop

up too. I received this book for an honest review. Can't wait to read the next book in this series.

Book 2 of the Agency series, we're now seeing more into what's going on with the Agency, and

what it will take to stop them for good.Justin, call sign Charlie, is a Sentinel for the Underground. If

you've read book one which you should have before reading book two, you already know about the

war between the Underground (shifters) and the Agency (anti-shifter zealots). Justin has a harder

time with his position than the rest of the team. He knows what needs to be done and he has the

skills to do it, he just doesn't want to have to kill anyone. After an "attack" by an Agency thug, Justin

meets Shay. One look into her blue-green eyes and he's lost.Shay, a former pro race car driver, has

made her way to King City. She's looking for her father, whom she hasn't heard from in months and

is presumed missing. As a human not involved in the war, she has no idea what's brewing between

the Underground and the Agency. That doesn't stop her from ending up in the middle of it.Not as

many action or sex scenes as the previous book, but it didn't leave the book lacking. This book



embraced the emotional side of it more than book one. The internal dilemma between right and

wrong, good and evil.I enjoyed the story, the characters, and of course the drama. Whether it was

the fight scenes or the intimate scenes, I liked it all. Overall a highly enjoyable read. I'm looking

forward to seeing what Sentinel gets his happy ever after next. Oh and finding out exactly what the

mystery behind J truly is.I received a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.

Another great read by Amelia Jade.Before I read Blackblood Bear, I went back and read Sentinel:

Bravo Bear again, just so the characters would be fresh on my mind. In Blackblood Bear, we see

more into the set up of the Underground post-Flint and how Maddy is leading their efforts.We

reconnect with several characters from Bravo Bear as well as touching base with Genesis Valley. I

absolutely love how Amelis Jade continues to build her characters by incorporating old and new

information about them in each new book. We reconnect with Ajax and his Arianna as well as

Connor and Maddy and the crew we met originally in King City. Instead of focusing only on Shay

and Justin, she weaves more of the past characters into the story and we learn little bits and pieces

of their lives since their stories and a bit more of their pasts. Instead of taking this Agency spin off

and leaving the Genesis Valley books behind, she weaves the two together to create a rich world

where the reader *has* to continue reading because she wants to know "what happens next

to...(insert character)..." We see new twists and turns in the plot that I did not anticipate and we

meet, however briefly, the mysterious Mr. J, who is behind the Agency. I just have to commend

Amelia Jade for producing such a rich and complex world that continues to draw me in book after

book.

I received this for a honest review. I so love this series and anything to do with Genesis Valley.

Don't worry, each book works fine as a standalone.Shay Lyon had the need for speed. She loved to

race and love the thrill that the speed gave her. She truly love cars and anything that could go fast.

When her world came crashing down and she realized her career as a race car driver was over she

went in search for her father. She did not realize the journey this would take her own.Justin Renne

loved his bike. He loved working and helping other shifters. He was part of the Sentinel team. He

was having some issues will parts of the job and was not sure how to handle what was bothering

him. Oh sorry, you will have to read the book to see what was bothering him.Justin knew he was

smitten the moment he laid eyes on Shay. He found out she was looking for her father and truly

wanted to help. He did not realize this would take him in the heart of the Agent headquarters. There

was truly danger all around.This was a great story. One full of love, adventure, hope, and a new



outlook on things. You will fall in love with each and every character. I so can wait see what will

happen next in this series.
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